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Take Control of Your DatingÂ  Life---Now! Empower Your Relationships Using Handwriting Analysis

and NLP! Here are the solutions to the single person's biggest problems--meeting and deciding on a

partner based on personality.
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This book is out of print. We suggest investigating the newer, edited, updated Handwriting Analysis

for Love, Sex, & Relationships instead of buying a used copy of this book.Â Â  While informative

and full of accurate handwriting analysis information, the first edition with the "Secrets to Making

Love Happen" title was the first edition of a self-publishing experiment which did indeed launch a 20

year career.Â  The latest work is more typo-free, better researched, and has better references.Â 

Shop for the newer editions so you are not bothered by the typos of the first edition.

This book is out of print. We suggest investigating the newer, edited, updated Handwriting Analysis

Secrets of Loving & Fulfilling Relationships instead of buying a used copy of this 20 year old

book.Â Â  While informative and full of accurate handwriting analysis information, the first edition

with this book contains typos and the newest version, 2015 is much easier to read with an updated

feel.The latest work is more typo-free, better researched, and has better references.

I'll start by saying that, as a copy editor, I had to go through this book with my red pen in hand,

correcting misspellings, punctuation, and awkward syntax. Yet the content of the book remained



enjoyable, even to me!Bart Baggett knows how to have fun. His writing style is lively and full of

anecdotes from his own experience, and he's able to laugh at himself. His advice about matching

up one's own handwriting with that of a prospective date is practical, and the information about

mirroring body language to make the person you're with feel comfortable is interesting.

Bart Baggett's first book is now out-of-print. Although about the same contents, the newer book

titled Handwriting Analysis for Love, Sex, and Relationships has fewer typos, cleaned up formatting

and is generally a better book. However, for purely learning handwriting analysis, this 1996 book is

a far cry from his current 2009 handwriting analysis courses which are now sold in 17 countries. See

Handwriting University (dot) com for his entire catalog. Like like any author, he has matured and so

has the quality of his work. If you are dating, there is really no better treatise for selecting and dating

than this book - priceless.

Have read better books on this subject

This really works when you apply the concepts. I was able to see and understand particularities

quirks in others without ever having met them before. Just remember that people are not

programmed robots; we change, we grow, and evolve constantly. Luckily, these changes also

appear in the handwriting as they happen in real time. I have had the worst of luck with

gorgeous-looking women for the longest time. I decided to look for the traits I wanted in a partner.

Baggett is on the money when he describes how important the role of physical attraction until I

found my last girlfriend, now my wife. I have never been happier. Schoolteacher and nurse

handwriting rocks!

Bart Baggett teaches you how to look at a sample of handwriting (cursive) and to begin to identify ,

quickly and easily, the individual personality traits that you either want to avoid, or attract, in a

relationship. Handwriting Analysis is an accurate science of interpreting both positive and negative

personality traits; traits that support success or failure.Examples of personality traits that you can

identify in a sample of handwriting are: self-esteem, generosity, directness, talkativeness, trust,

desire for attention, sarcasm, physical & sexual drives, analytical thinking, sensitivity to criticism,

paranoia, pathological liar, lives in the moment, domineering, cumulative thinking, procrastination,

aggressiveness,loner, fear of success, pride, and many more! Are you now beginning to see how

valuable a tool Handwriting Analysis can be to the success of your relationships? Handwriting



analysis can be applied to family relationships, sexual relationships, and work relationships. I have

personally used Handwriting Analysis (the knowledge that I learned from reading this book) to

screen future employees, business partnerships, and friendships, as well as to enhance the

relationships that I already have had for years. I understand much more quickly how people might

relate, and how to defuse any potential conflicts. For example, I will now know in advance that there

is potential for two of my business partners to have conflict due to one person's trait of bluntness

and sarcasm in relation to the other's trait of sensitivity to criticism. Now I can assist them in

becoming more aware of each other's communication style so that they can better understand their

interaction, and then decide to make different choices in their communication. I strongly reccomend

this book, and the application of this valuable science, to those of us in life who don't simply talk to

ourselves. More importantly, it is a critical tool to be used in order to avoid costly mistakes, broken

hearts, and shattered expectations. Some have said that you shouldn't judge a book by its cover,

but we all know that you can certainly learn a lot by its table of contents... Handwriting Analysis is

the table of contents to YOUR personality. Now who wouldn't want to buy this book?
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